
ONIKUMA K5 Stereo Gaming Headset for PS4, PC,
Xbox One Controller, Noise Cancelling Over Ear
Headphones with Mic, LED Light, Bass Surround

 【MULTI-PLATFORM COMPATIBLE】Support PlayStation 4, New Xbox One, PC,

Nintendo 3DS, Laptop, PSP, Tablet, iPad, Computer, Mobile Phone. An extra

Microsoft Adapter is required (Not Included) when connecting with an OLD VERSION

Xbox One controller.

 【SURROUNDING STEREO SUBWOOFER】Clear sound operating strong brass,

splendid ambient noise isolation and high precision 50mm magnetic neodymium

driver, acoustic positioning precision enhance the sensitivity of the speaker unit,

bringing you vivid sound field, sound clarity, shock feeling sound. Perfect for various

games like Halo 5 Guardians, Metal Gear Solid, Call of Duty, Star Wars Battlefront,

Overwatch, World of Warcraft Legion, etc.

 【 NOISE ISOLATING MICROPHONE 】 Headset integrated onmi-directional

microphone can transmits high quality communication with its premium

noise-concellng feature, can pick up sounds with great sensitivity and remove the

noise, which enables you clearly deliver or receive messages while you are in a game.

Long flexible mic design very convenient to adjust angle of the microphone.

 【GREAT HUMANIZED DESIGN】The retractable headband design with synthetic

leather-wrapped ear-cushions allows you to play for hours in complete comfort;



Adjustable headband suits all gamers at any age. Glaring LED lights desigend on the

earcups to highlight game atmosphere.

 【EFFORTLESSLY VOLUME CONTROL】High tensile strength, anti-winding

braided USB cable with rotary volume controller and key microphone mute effectively

prevents the 86-inches long cable from twining and allows you to control the volume

easily and mute the mic as effortless volume control one key mute.

Description:

The ONIKUMA K5 headset is a great headphone especially perfect for

the gamer to seeking amazing game sound.

These headphones designed for convey vivid base sound and true noise

cancellation.

With the headset, you will Know exactly where is the enemy, secure

your victory.

Not only the sound clarity, but also the comfort of wearing.

And you won' t miss its exquisite craftsmanship and fashionable

appearance.

Cool LED lights effect makes you more stunning.

Best gaming headset for you!

Specification:

- Cable length: 2.2m

- Interface: USB

- Sensitivity: 114dB



- Frequency response: 20Hz - 20KHz

- Microphone: 6.0 x 2.7mm

- Microphone sensitivity: -36dB

- Microphone impedance: 2.2K ohm

- Directionality: omni-directional

- LED working voltage: DC 5V

- Speaker diameter: 50mm

- Impedance: 16 ohm

- Working current: 100mA and less

- Power rating: 20mW

- Input power: 30mW

- Headset jack: USB + 3.5mm

Package weight: 0.597 kg

Package Size(L x W x H): 19.50 x 11.50 x 21.00 cm / 7.68 x 4.53

x 8.27 inches

Package Contents: 1 x Gaming Headset, 1 x USB Cable, 1 x

One-to-two Tieline,

1 x Multilingual User Manual (English, Japanese, French, German,

Spanish,

Portuguese, Italian)


